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Thinking, talking, laughing, having fun, achieving... All the things we have to look forward to in 
life are better appreciated with good sleep. Bellona knows that quality living comes with quality 
sleep. That’s why when it comes to manufacturing mattresses, as much as we rely on our 
superior technology, production strength and experience, we also rely on our senses. Each 
detail is developed with our expert touch so that each moment of the day is lived to the fullest 
and life is a series of sweet memories. A third of our lives are spent sleeping. The time spent 
sleeping is invaluable to the quality of your waking hours. Considering diferent sleep habits 
and preferences along with individual body types, it’s important to select the right mattress to 
it your needs. Bellona proudly presents an array of mattresses to it your sleep style and body 
type perfectly so you can greet each day fully rested. Starting your day with a smile is our top 
priority at Bellona. Better Bellona means better sleep, better life. Just like in fairy tales… Sleep 
fairy Bellona.

Get the sleep of your dreams on 
Bellona mattresses.
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Factory at work so you can 
sleep better!

Think of a factory that doesn’t just manufacture mattresses, but produces happiness, 
trust and comfort. Since 1997, Bellona Mattress Factory has been working on 
manufacturing mattresses that improve sleep quality, comfort, style and health. 
Our facilities based in Kayseri Industrial Zone are built on a total of 350.000 m² 
land with 191.000 m² closed of production area, capable of manufacturing 5,000 
mattresses and 10,000 pieces of home textiles per day. Bellona has one of the 

most modern mattress production facilities in Turkey and the world, equipped with 
latest technology equipment and operated by expert staf, the completely integrated 
facilities produce mattresses at world standards. Bellona is dedicated to manufacture 
the best mattresses for our consumers and become their globally preferred brand.
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One of the world’s largest mattress fabric 
manufacturers Boyteks is a completely integrated 
textile manufacturer, exporting high quality products 
made in conformity to highest international standards 
to every corner of the world. Boyteks has proven its 
commitment to quality by attaining ISO 9001, ISO 
14001 and OHSAS 18001 certiicates and upholding 
its manufacturing to highest standards for hygiene 
and innovation. Boyteks has introduced innovative 
fabrics putting hygiene irst such as Seacell, Aircell 
Hempcare, and prioritizing nature with Natura, 
Tencel, Kashmira; eliminating radiation with Biocare; 
improving comfort with Dri-Release, Coolmax, 
Carbon, Silver Plus and Silgard. 

Bellona mattresses are made with durable steel, 
made in conformity to European standards, suitable 
for the building, automotive and home appliance 
industries. Boycelik, the proud manufacturer of high 
quality steel products ofers Bonel spring, Cossilex 
SL spring, S spring, Ofset spring frame as well as 
pipe proile and sheet metal for the home furniture 
industry. Alongside supplying Bellona mattresses 
with high quality spring and frame systems, Boycelik 
exports to every corner of the globe. 

Form Foam is the industry leader for high quality 
and superior comfort foam, manufactured with high 
technology. As the irst company in Turkey to attain 
the CERTIPUR certiicate, Form Foam provides 
polyurethane foam products for the furniture, 
mattress, automotive, home textiles, packaging, heat 
and sound insulation industries. Along with such 
polyurethane products, Form also provides Viscoform 
foam products suitable and in high demand 
especially for mattress, pillow and medical products. 

The perfect trio behind 
lawless sleep!
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The comfort and trust Bellona mattresses provide is preferred by consumers not just in Turkey, 
but all over the world. We’re proud to have earned our consumer’s trust and are motivated 
to keep introducing winning sleep technologies. Appreciation of good sleep has brought us 
this far. All over the world there are people in need of joyous restful sleep, and at Bellona 
we’re committed to overcoming boundaries to deliver that pampered sleep enjoyment to more 
people around the world. Everybody deserves lawless sleep. Knowing that we’re a part of 
your comfort and the reason behind your morning smile is our greatest reward. Thank you…

Bellona comfort available in 
over 100 countries!
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For improving sleep...

Each day is illed with the hustle and bustle of the mundane along with new challenges.  
Somedays we barely make it to bed, physically and mentally drained. And when you add stress 
on top, the importance of good sleep becomes all the more prominent. It’s these changing 
modes of daily life that drives Bellona to search for improvements on how we deliver good 
sleep. So you can wake up fully rested and start your day of right. Innovative design combined 
with upcoming technologies cater to individual sleep needs. With tomorrow’s technology 
available on your Bellona mattress now, you can relax right.
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...Non-stop innovation 

Biorytmic Sleep Fabric Technology is 
designed to help give of vibrational 
energy to balance your body’s 
natural rhythm and renew intra-body 
communication while you sleep. This 
unique technology is presented by 
the alignment of minerals found in 
nature in a certain pattern, available on 
Bellona Bioenergy Comfort, Bioenergy 
Active and Bioenergy Plus mattresses. 

The moment you get out of bed is the 
irst relection of how good your sleep 
was. The look of joy on your face is 
invaluable for Bellona. That’s why 
we developed a mattress that brings 
you the natural miraculous powers of 
Aloe Vera. The unique innovation from 
Bellona helps you wake up rested so 
you can start your day energized. Aloe 
Vera Technology is found on Aloe Vera 
Soft, Aloe Vera Twin and Ofsetform 
mattresses.

Meet Hybrid, the technology that 
allows you to meet diferent sleep 
needs on a single mattress. The 
composition of more than one foam 
technology doubles your comfort 
options. Hybrid Technology is sensitive 
to all movement through sleep, 
allowing you to get continuous sleep 
with superior comfort. 

Biorytmic Sleep 
Fabric Technology

Aloe Vera Fabric
Technology

Hybrid Foam 
Technology

Minimum movement in bed, free 
of tossing and turning is key to 
continuous sleep. Bellona aims to 
provide relief from tossing and turning 
and the instantaneous interruptions 
they cause to continuous sleep 
with body heat and weight sensitive 
Viscolex Technology foam. Visco 
Foam Technology helps you get a 
more comfortable and longer sleep, 
and is available on Bellona’s Bioenergy 
Plus mattress. 

Visco Foam 
Technology 
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Micropocket Spring System found 
on the top layer of the mattress, 
encased in special cloth pouches is 
made of reduces resistance springs 
to provide optimum support for 
your body.  Designed especially to 
help provide a more comfortable 
sleep surface by supporting body 
mass evenly.  Micropocket spring’s 
lawless sleep surface helps provide 
better sleep. Bellona mattresses with 
Micropocket Spring System include 
Bioenergy Comfort, Premium Comfort 
mattresses. 

Bellona mattresses with Pocket Spring 
Technology, designed to help relieve 
the pressure exerted on the body’s 
sensitive points, help maintain your 
body’s natural shape and provide a 
comfortable sleep surface. Designed 
especially to provide you the comfort 
you need, Pocket Spring Technology is 
available on Bellona’s Golden Comfort 
mattresses.   

Bonel Spring Technology found on 
Bellona mattresses is one of the most 
prevalent spring systems in the world 
and maintains your mattress quality for 
many years. High carbon, heattreated 
helical springs provide that irst day 
quality for years. The spring frame 
construction connects each spring to 
the other with steel wires. Developed 
especially for those who want a semi 
soft mattress. Mattresses made with 
this system from Bellona are Ecoplus, 
Aloe Vera Soft, Bioenergy Comfort, 
I-Plus, Releks.

SL Continuous System uses twice as 
many springs than the other spring 
systems and helps provide more 
contact between the mattress and the 
body. The springs are interconnected 
so they move concurrently and 
evenly with the pressure dispersed 
throughout the system, hindering 
spring deformation. High suspension 
SL Continuous Spring System is 
considered to be one of the most 
qualiied spring system Technologies, 
and is available on Aloe Vera Twin, 
Premium Comfort, Still, Caprice, 
Nostress, Bioenergy Active and 
Golden Smart mattresses.

Ofsettech Spring Technology 
responds quickly to your every 
movement, providing support and 
a comfortable and healthy sleep 
environment. If sensitive sleep surface 
is a priority for your comfort sleep, 
Ofsettech Spring System Technology 
available on Bellona’s Ofsetform 
mattress is right for you. 

Micropocket Spring 
System

Pocket Spring 
Technology 

Bonel Spring 
Technology

SL Continuous Spring 
Technology

Offsettech Spring 
Technology

Flawless spring systems for 
individual needs

8
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At Bellona, we appreciate the direct relationship between sleep quality and 
the quality of life. So all our professional diligence goes into researching 
each detail of sleep to provide the ultimate sleep experience. Working 
on innovative solutions to your sleep needs has taught us a thing or two 
about sleep. As sleep habits vary our research has grown to include more 
facets for better sleep starting with technology. Knowing that you rely on 
the relaxing and replenishing aspects of sleep for living your very best 
life inspires us to invest more in our research and development. Bellona 
mattresses designed for inspired sleep showcase a brand new series so 
you can sleep better and wake up happier. 

Innovations to 
start each day happy, 
by Bellona.
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2016 ISMOB
Design Contest 

Winner of Special Design 
Award in Design Category
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1   Quilting layer
2   Hybrid foam layer                       
3   Comfort pad layer
4   Edge support    
     foam

5   Soft touch pocket  
     spring technology
6   Foam

The developed hydrophility feature 
helps keep your mattress dry 
regardless of perspiration. Dry 
mattress is a cleaner sleep surface. 

Your mattress’ fresh air source!Easy to remove and wash!
1

2

3

4

5

6

35 cm 
mattress 

Use both 

height

35

sides
Soft on one 
side, irm on 

the other

Knit fabric 
system

Hybrid foam Easy air 
transfer

Anti-static

Thanks to the soft on one side, and irm on the other option along with the 
Soft Touch Pocket Spring System, Golden mattress easily conforms to the 
shape of your body for great comfort. A single mattress meets difering 
sleep needs with just the right support. The developed spring system, 
additionally supported with Hybrid Foam Technology and the removable 
comfort layer all work to give you lasting quality sleep. The Hyper Soft 
Technology knit fabric covering the Golden Comfort mattress relies on the 
easy to dry and moisture management properties its superior hydrophility 
feature, which work to ward of stains and keep the mattress clean.

Perfect Sleep 
Surface! If you opt for a softer mattress, Bellona’s Golden Comfort mattress is just 

the right choice. 

Soft Mattress Preference

1

2

Sleep on the irm side of Bellona’s Golden Comfort mattress if you prefer 
a irmer sleep surface to get into your preferred comfort zone. 

Firm Mattress Preference

Dry clean 
only quilting 

layer

The comfort pad layer can be used 
on either side of the mattress. Extend 
the use life and maintain the hygiene 
of your mattress with the dry clean 
only comfort pad.  Pocket spring 

system

15
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The SL Spring System is made with 
twice as many springs compared to 
other spring systems, allowing Golden 
Smart mattress to be in contact with 
more points of the body. More points 
of support means longer periods of 
uninterrupted sleep.  

The foam encasement system around 
the edges of Bellona’s Golden Smart 
mattress keep the edges of your 
mattress look and feel like new. Keep 
your mattress from sagging and 
deformation even by sitting on the 
edges with the extra strength of foam 
encasement system.

The SL Spring System inside Golden Smart mattress 
helps keep your mattress provide top form sleep 
for many years to come. By supporting your body 
correctly, it makes it continuous sleep easier. Get your 
comfort sleep with Golden Smart. The edge support 
system prevents sagging and deformation, keeping 
your mattress looking as good as it feels.  

Smart ideas for better 
sleep quality!

1

2

3

4

5

27 cm 
mattress 

Support 

height

27

Foam
Knit fabricSL Spring Single side 

use

Switch over to 
uninterrupted sleep!

Continuous spring system

Strength all around!

Special foam encasement system

16

1   Quilting Layer
2   Foam and thermofelt  
     layers                
3   Edge Support foam

4   SL continuous  
     spring system 
5   Quilting layers
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Feeling completely comfortable is an important feature of a good mattress.  
Bellona knows all too well the importance of this comfort, leading to the 
development of i-Plus mattress. The easy to clean outer case and the 
developed support of Bonel Spring System makes Bellona’s i-plus a great 
source for quality sleep experience. 

Good sleep makes 
life better
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The soft touch knit fabric of Bellona 
i-Plus mattress provides a peaceful 
sleep surface and is easy to keep 
clean. The excellent feel and touch 
is an additional feature to satisfy 
your senses. 

Clean and comfortable 
sleep!

Zippered Cover 

19

1

2

3
4

5

1   Quilting layer
2   Foam layers
3   Edge support foam

4   Bonel spring  
     technology 
5   Foam

18 cm 
mattress 

height

18

Knit fabricBonel spring 
system

Removable 
cover

Double side 
use
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Miraculous beauty!  
Aloe Vera

The aloe vera plant, originating from Africa, has been the inspiration for many a legend and 
used as a beauty and healing agent by many civilisations. Ancient Egypt’s legendary queen 
Cleopatra is said to rely on this plant for her beauty regimen. Reknowned through the ages, Aloe 
Vera plant’s reputation as a relaxing agent and beauty enhancer, trusted by many civilisations 
has lived on to our day and age. The liquid gel substance inside the branch is rich in beneicial 
active ingredients. One of aloe vera’s most prominent features is how good it is for the skin.  
Known for delaying the aging process, when applied as a cream onto skin, Aloe Vera leaves 
skin feeling smooth and moisturized.
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Even thousands of years ago, people relied on aloe vera for better 
living and health. The miraculous pulp of the Aloe Vera is now available 
through a brand new technology. No matter how tiring your day was, 
Bellona mattresses help you relax as soon as you lay in bed. The soft to 
the touch knit fabric helps your mattress provide a sense of freshness all 
through sleep.

Relaxing Sleep!
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What do you say to enjoying Aloe Vera’s relaxing efect while getting great 
sleep all night long? Bellona presents superior all night comfort mattress by 
combining Bonel Spring System comfort with Aloe Vera inish fabric. The 
breathe-through fabric helps your mattress stay fresh. The ixed comfort 
pad application found on the top surface of the mattress, covered in 
soothing Aloe Vera inished fabric was designed to enhance your comfort.  
Enjoy a one of a kind sleep experience all night so you can wake up feeling 
more relaxed. 

The softest 
part of sleep:  
Aloe Vera Soft
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Whether you realize it or not, your mattress cover fabric 
accompanies you all through sleep. Bellona developed 
Aloe Vera Soft mattress to provide you the soft quality 
sleep surface you deserve. The knit fabric ofers the 
miraculous soothing and refreshing properties of aloe 
vera for your comfort at each point of contact with your 
body. Enjoy the skin friendly beneits of Aloe Vera on a 
special mattress. 

Bonel spring system was designed 
to provide the support your body 
needs so that you can get a more 
relaxing sleep. By responding quickly 
to the instantaneous movements that 
take place through sleep, this spring 
system aims to conform to every 
point of contact with your body. The 
helical springs made of high carbon 
steel maintain your mattress’ irst day 
resilience for years to come.

With the addition of a ixed comfort 
pad, your medium-irm Aloe Vera 
Soft mattress becomes a haven of 
superior comfort. Because the pad 
is ixed in place, your sleep won’t be 
interrupted by it slipping from place 
nor is adjustment necessary.

Bonel spring system 
understands your needs.

Enhances your 
relaxation!

Bonel spring system Fixed comfort pad 

33 cm 
mattress 

height

33

Single side 
use

Bonel spring 
system

Knit fabric

Aloe Vera’s soft touch 

Feel Aloe Vera’s 
miracle on your body.

27

1

2

3

4

5

78

6

1   Quilting layer
2   Special form
3   Support Foam
4   Felt
5   Bonel spring 
     technology

6   Edge support foam
7   Felt
8   Quilting layer
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Every body has diferent sleep needs. Needless to say, 
our needs vary from time to time based on diferent 
factors. Same with our preferences. Some days we 
feel more energetic, while other days we may prefer 
calm. With this in mind, we developed Aloe Vera Twin 
mattress to meet your changing sleep needs instantly.  
Bellona Aloe Vera Twin mattress allows for superior 
sleep comfort experience with irm on one side and soft 
on the other. A sleep beyond your expectations await.   

1   Quilting layer
2   Zippered quilted  
     layer
3   Soft foam
4   Felt
5   SL spring system

6   Edge support  
     foam
7   Felt
8   Hard foam
9   Quilting layer

Combined with the fresh calm feel of 
Aloe Vera, the zippered pad provides 
greater sleep comfort and is easy to 
remove and put back on. The fact that 
it is washable allows you to keep your 
mattress sleep surface clean without 
much efort. 

Zippered pad 

Aloe Vera Twin mattress with irm on 
one side and soft on the other option 
caters to your comfort with additional 
easy to remove zippered pad. The 
removable pad is washable to it 
enhances your comfort and provides 
clean sleep surface. 

Double sided use

28 cm 
mattress 

Soft on one 

height

28

side, irm on 
the other

SL spring 
system

Use both 
sides

Zippered
pad

28

1

2
3

4
5

6
78

9

Two Sided 
Comfort!
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Even if our needs are completely met, sometimes we might still want more.  
The same is true for our sleep. Bellona designed Ofset Form mattress 
so that your sleep tonight is better than last night. Many features have 
been combined so that your comfort sleep expectation is taken to a whole 
new level. We took advantage of many top quality features like soothing 
Aloe Vera inish fabric technology to body supporting Ofsettech spring 
system, high density foam edge encasement to prevent deformation and 
extra comfort providing Euro top layer for improving your sleep. Bellona 
understands that sleep is not a simple activity and works to make sure you 
get the most out of it. 

We’ve thought of 
everything for your 
sleep. Focused on you.
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1   Quilting layer
2   Special foam
3   Interlining
4   Felt
5   Ofset spring  
     system

6   Interlining
7   Foam
8   Fibre
9   Edge support  
     foam

Another component of mattress 
comfort is foam and its quality. 
The high quality foam Euro top of your 
Bellona Ofset Form mattress helps 
provide even more softness, helping 
to absorb body weight and present a 
heightened sense of relaxation.

Incomparable 
Comfort!

Euro Top Foam Layer 

Knit fabric31 cm 
mattress 

height

31

Single side 
use

Ofset spring 
system

31

1

2

3
4

5
7

8

9
6
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Wake up energized!

Maintaining maximum levels of energy all day long helps you live life to the fullest. Our bodies 
work to repair and rejuvenate during sleep to help us greet each day right, and this process 
requires energy. Experts recommend selecting a quality mattress to help regain and recharge 
the dwindling energy, instead of ordinary mattresses. 
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Spread legs apart to 
shoulder width. Join 
hands behind your 
back at lower back 
level, with palms 
facing upwards. 
Downwards pressure 
is applied at the 
connection point.

Test 1

The person being 
tested opens both 
hands sideways and 
stands straight on 
one foot.  A certain 
amount of force is 
applied onto the arm 
by the raised foot. 

Test 2

The person being 
tested stands on both 
feet with arms on their 
side, feet together, 
palms facing upwards.  
A certain amount of 
force is applied onto 
the palms. 

Test 3
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Make great sleep your 
energy source.

As the day goes by, stress and fatigue drain our energy and take their toll. A good mattress 
helps our bodies rest and renew diminished energy levels. Biorytmic Sleep Fabric Technology 
developed by arranging minerals found in nature in speciic composition, helps you rest fully 
with joyful sleep. Great sleep promise great days ahead. 
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Mattress and body harmony is the irst thing that comes to mind when 
we mention quality sleep. Sometimes standard products just fall short 
of meeting custom needs. Extra features may be necessary to make the 
perfect match. Bellona has put serious thought into sleep needs, and 
how to meet them in the best possible way for top level sleep experience. 
Bellona Bioenergy Comfort mattress has a 6 spiral Bonel spring frame 
overlayed with more sensitive micropocket spring system frame for 
extra comfort.  

The easiest way to start 
the day energized!
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All the enriching features of the Bioenergy Comfort mattress like Biorytmic 
Fabric Technology, double layers of spring frames and ixed comfort pad 
application are designed to help you get the most out of your sleep. 

Your mattress is your 
comfort haven!
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Comfortable sleep is key to starting your day of better rested.  
Select Bellona Bioenergy Comfort mattress to help you get a 
more relaxing sleep and really enjoy your sleep time. Spend 
waking hours with your loved ones fully energized. 

1   Knitting fabric
2   Special pad layer
3   Micropocket  
     spring system
4   Soft foam

5   6 spirli Bonnel  
     spring carcass
6   Edge support  
     foam
7   Felt

Double your comfort and joy 
with two layer spring system!  

Bonel and Micropocket 
Spring Technology

The bottom layer of the Bellona Bioenergy 
Comfort mattress has 6 spiral Bonel Spring 
Technology with more spirals and height 
compared with regular bonel springs, to 
help provide greater resilience and improved 
spinal support. The top layer of your 
mattress provides extra comfort thanks to 
the individually pocketed reduced resistance 
Micropocket Spring System.

Knit fabric37 cm 
mattress 

height

37

Single side 
use

Bonel spring 
system

Mini pocket 
spring 

39

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

Improved quality sleep 
means fully rested body!
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Various meditation techniques have come to our day and age, dating back 
to around 5000 years ago, known to be practiced by many civilisations and 
cultures around the world for relaxing the mind and body. Although widely 
known and practiced in the east throughout history, meditation has made 
its way into the western world fairly recently. It wasn’t until the middle of 
the 20th century that meditation became popular in the west, particularly in 
America. The focus of many studies in the 1960’s and 1970’s, meditation 
has been found to be a mental activity leading to a certain fourth state of 
mind that is diferent than the sleep, awake and dream states deined by 
medicine.  

Contemporarily, meditation is used as a mental and physical relaxation 
technique. While practiced as a spiritual cleansing technique by many 
cultures, meditaion helps individuals reach higher concentration levels . 
Through meditation, individuals are able to focus and relax their soul . 
Eastern cultures see meditation as a deep rooted mental stimulation 
technique. Meditation helps exercise a conscious efort to reach a state 
of being quiet, calm and aware. It helps the individual achieve intense 
interaction with all that is taking place around them. It relaxes the soul to 
relieve the body’s stress. Although meditation alone is not considered to 
be therapeutic by itself, the mere fact that it relieves stress indirectly leads 
to improved health. While calming the soul, meditation helps gather energy 
for optimum health. Holistic health beneits of meditation include a clear 
and open mind. Your sleep beneits from meditation as well. Meditating 
during the day, or just before going to bed helps you fall asleep quicker 
and enjoy continuous sleep. After a night of good sleep, you will wake up 
relieved of stress and well rested, ready to greet the day with energy. 

Deep down health for 
the body and mind.

MEDITATION
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In today’s busy world, stress is 
the leading cause of many health 
concerns. Regular practice of 
meditation will help you relieve stress 
and maintain a healthy body and 
mind. Meditation helps us achieve 
conscious and sensory development 
and relaxation. While regulating blood 
pressure, meditation has also been 
found to help us think more clearly.  
Relief of complicated thoughts is in 
itself a stress relieving agent. 

There are so many reasons behind 
sleep quality. Stress, breathing 
problems and blood pressure are 
just to name a few. Meditation helps 
relieve these concerns. The act of 
meditation helps regulate heart beat, 
breathing and relieve muscular strain.  
The pressure exerted on our bodies is 
relieved through stress which in turn 
leads to a clear mind and body. Sleep 
quality improves directly as a result of 
this mental and physical relaxation.  

One way to improve your immune 
system is meditation. By activating 
every point of the body, meditation 
helps cells renew themselves. Another 
beneit of meditation is detoxication, 
which in turn leads to improved 
immunity of the body. Meditation helps 
complete body-mind integration.

Meditation helps activate the secretion 
of age retarding hormones. It is 
especially beneicial for improving 
sub skin surface circulation and 
regulating muscular resilience which 
directly improves skin renewal. 
Regular meditation practicers enjoy 
the beneits of their efort on the inside 
and outside. On the outside they look 
younger while on the inside they reap 
the rewards of all systems working 
optimally and staying younger.

Meditation helps the soul stay calm 
and the body relax. The act of 
meditation helps improve intra-body 
communication amongst every organ, 
which helps put your body and mind 
in sync. It also helps the brain function 
more efectively. All this together lead 
to greater levels of motivation, energy 
and mental activity.

Reduce stress. Improve sleep quality. Boost your immunity. Delay aging. Energize the body and mind.
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Focused on better sleep 
with concentrated
energy!

Good sleep comfort is essential for replacing the energy we lose through 
the day and keeping our body systems in optimum balance. Bellona knows 
that good sleep calms and energizes our mind and body. The energy we 
store during sleep fuels our body’s activities during the day. For us at 
Bellona, the mattress you put your weary head on at the end of a long 
day, is the starting place for replenishing depleted energy. The Bellona 
Bioenergy Active mattress is designed especially to help you maintain your 
body’s sensitive balance.
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1   Knitting fabric
2   Filling material
3   Filling material
4   Zippered pad
5   Felt
6   Sl spring frame

7   Egde support 
     foam
8   Felt
9   Use both sides

27 cm 
mattress 

Soft on one 

height

27

side, irm on 
the other

Knit fabricSL spring 
system

Zippered
pad

Use both 
sides

A body system with well working intra-body communication 
will help you feel active and focused all day long. Waking 
up refreshed and getting all the energy your body requires 
from sleep helps strengthen intra-body communication and 
maintain body balance in best condition.

Bellona Bioenergy Active mattress made with Biorytmic 
Fabric Technology helps increase the efectiveness of your 
sleep so that your motivation and body balance is in optimum 
condition all day long.

Sleep quality to maintain 
the balance!

44

1

2

3
4

6 5

89

7
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The fabric serves as a communication bridge between your 
mattress and your body. The Bioenergy Active mattress 
fabric is specially designed in natural colors, providing a 
supple touch and feel that helps enrich your comfort and 
add beauty to your bedroom. 

The Biorytmic Sleep Fabric Technology developed with 
natural minerals allow your body to relax easier. Surround 
yourself with this high technology fabric so that your mind 
and body fall into energizing rest. Better relaxation helps your 
body wake up more energized and active.

There’s fabric, then there’s 
fabric!  Choose yours for 
quality sleep.

Knit fabric

The easy to remove and put back on zippered pad is 
covered with the soothing fresh feel of Aloe Vera inish. The 
comfort pad is washable so it’s even easier to use and keep 
your mattress clean as well as comfortable.

Layer your comfort!

Enliven with Energy 

One of the signs of fatigue is feeling listless and 
of balance. Poor nutrition, stress and irregular 
sleep habits are the leading causes behind 
feeling poorly. If we want to greet each day 
renewed, than we need to sleep on a mattress 
that helps us energize. See for yourself how 
energizing comfortable sleep can be, and how 
much better time with your loved ones and 
your everyday attitude becomes. 

Energizing sleep means
dynamic day!
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The beneits of good sleep are so many. If you’re able to wake up fully 
rested each morning, without yawning and with high levels of motivation, 
able to continue the day’s activities with optimum energy, then your 
mattress is delivering the energy and comfort you need. Bellona Bioenergy 
Plus mattress is made with high density Visco foam, conforming to your 
body shape and helping to support your spine so that you get the comfort 

Enjoy Lasting Energy

you need. 
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1   Knit fabric
2   Visco foam

3   Soft foam
4   Specially cut foam

Bellona’s body heat and weight sensitive 
Viscolex Technology Visco Foam is 
designed to support your body all through 
sleep so that the instance of tossing and 
turning during sleep is minimized and 
momentary awakenings are a thing of the 
past. Sleeping more comfortably is key to 
uninterrupted sleep.

Waking up fully energized and getting the energy your body needs from sleep 
helps strengthen your body’s intra-body communication as well as help it 
maintain balance all day. The Biorytmic Fabric Technology by Bellona available 
on Bellona Bioenergy Active mattress lets you enjoy a highly motivated day 
that makes the most out of the energy you get from sleeping on it.

Support your body in every 
way!

Comfort in sync with 
technology!

Visco Foam Technology Biorytmic Sleep Fabric

23 cm
mattress 

Knit fabric

height

23

Use both 
sides

Zippered
pad

Visco foam
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Your mattress is efected by its 
surroundings more than you think.  
Considering the importance of 
hygiene, it’s important to be able 
to have the option of washing the 
surface in contact with your body as 
necessary. 

A comfortable sleep depends on 
meeting your body’s changing needs.  
Changing your mattress every 5 
years will ensure that you are getting 
top quality sleep as the years go by, 
to conform to your ever changing 
physical health.

Each body is diferent, each sleep 
need is diferent. Each person looks 
for diferent features on a mattress. 
It’s important to select a mattress that 
fulills all of your sleep priorities so you 
can wake up having gotten the sleep 
you need to spend your day energized 
and fresh. Paying attention to selecting 
a mattress that conforms correctly 
to your anatomy is the irst step to 
getting quality sleep. 

Our mattresses feel our body weight 
and provide the surface to support our 
weight in the best possible way.
A durable mattress prevents 
deformation and sagging related with 
regular use keeping your mattress in 
top shape and form.  

Your mattress is a relection of your 
sleep habits. Each person has an 
individual sleep style. Your body 
weight, sleep position and body 
temperature during sleep are just 
some of the factors that should be 
considered while selecting your 
mattress. Keep in mind that your 
mattress selection is the irst step to 
ensuring quality sleep. 

Hygiene is an important 
facet of sleep quality.

Provides that same irst day 
quality for years to come.

Anatomically
conformant.

Lasts through
the years.

Meets your custom 
needs.

Sleep quality impacts quality 
of life!
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When its our comfort and relaxation, then we need to pay close attention to make sure our 
needs and expectation are met. The same is necessary for top level sleep. A mattress designed 
to meet our needs, made to respond to our body and deliver satisfying sleep is not a dream. 
Bellona developed Ergonomic mattresses to deliver everything you need and expect from a 
mattress. Inspired to deliver deeply relaxing sleep, making the most of your time spent in bed 
so you can spend your waking hours with maximum energy, Bellona presents customized 
sleep selection. 

Waking up on the right
mattress makes a difference!
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Just like selecting the best quality for everything, selecting the right 
mattress is important for ensuring superior comfort and relaxation. The 
one of a kind sleep experience on the right mattress helps you wake up 
to perfect mornings. Bellona Premium Comfort mattress was developed 
to provide the unique sleep you need. The SL Continuous Spring System 
provides more contact with more points on the body to support your body 
all night long and help ensure uninterrupted sleep. The top layer of the 
mattress has an individually cloth pocketed Micropocket Spring System 
with reduced resistance for enhanced softness. Select Bellona’s Premium 

Take your sleep to

Comfort to take your sleep quality to a higher level.

a higher level!
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1   Quilting layer
2   Latex foam
3   Micro pocket 
     spring
4   Soft foam
5   Double layer
     insulation

6   SL spring system
7   Soft felt
8   Special illing  
      material
9   Edge support  
     foam

Maximum sleep comfort 
and joy!

SL Spring and
Minipocket Spring

Knit fabric32 cm
mattress 

height

32

SL spring 
      system

Single side 
use

Mini pocket 
spring

53

Bellona Premium Comfort mattress 
owes part of its superior comfort to SL 
Continuous Spring System which has 
smaller spring diameter than regular 
spring systems so that the body is in 
contact with more points on the body 
than regular spring systems. The other 
part of superior comfort comes from the 

Micropocket Spring System made with 
individually pocketed and diminished 
resistance springs used on the top 
layer of the mattress. The combination 
of these two spring systems helps you 
get the extra sleep comfort your body 
needs.
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Take a shower before going to bed.  
A warm shower shortens the time it 
takes to fall asleep. It also helps you 
relieve stress and daily fatigue easier.  
Remember to cool down before 
your go into bed. Otherwise you will 
experience perspiration during sleep 
which might interrupt your sleep.

Regular sleep schedule helps the body 
fall into a sleep routine. Our bodies 
eventually make regular schedules a 
habit. Going to bed and waking up at 
the same time programs your mind 
and body for a regular sleep schedule.

Shower before bed.
Keep a regular sleep 
schedule.

7

GOLDEN RULES
BEFORE SLEEP
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Room temperature efects sleep 
quality directly. Research shows that 
it’s easier to fall asleep when room 
temperature is between 14-24 degrees 
Celcius. When room temperature is 
above or below this interval, it causes 
waking up during sleep. Keep the 
room temperature at the 14-24 degree 
interval for continuous sleep.

Eating right before going to bed will 
most often cause indigestion. We 
especially need to look out for fatty 
foods high in calories, which overall 
lower your sleep quality as well as 
lead to other health concerns. Instead 
of eating before sleep, we suggest 
intaking minimum amounts of liquid.  
This is beneicial for your health and 
sleep quality.

Our sleep is full of activity and 
our clothes should allow for free 
movement. Constricting clothes limit 
our movement and disrupt our sleep 
with multiple interruptions. Another 
feature to pay attention to in selecting 
sleep wear is preferring comfortable 
cotton clothing to artiicial ibers that 
cause friction. Cotton clothing prevent 
perspiration during sleep.

The hormone responsible for 
maintaining the body’s natural 
biological clock and adjusting our 
biorhythm is secreted only during the 
late hours of the day while you sleep 
in the dark. Sleeping in the dark helps 
you rest fully. Shielding your eyes from 
light helps you fall asleep sooner, and 
helps you get comfortable sleep.

Cafeine keeps you awake and 
disrupts your sleep pattern.  
Consuming cafeinated products right 
before bed may lead to sleeplessness.  
Pay attention to your cafeine intake for 
continuous quality sleep.

Pay attention to room 
temperature.

Never eat right before 
sleep.

Wear loose itting
clothing. Sleep in a dark room.

Limit caffeine
consumption.
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After a long day, what could be more relaxing than a natural sleep? No matter how we went to 
bed, nothing beats waking up cheery in the morning. A key factor to waking up with a smile is 
getting uninterrupted sleep. At Bellona, we know that a mattress designed to help put the tiring 
day behind you is one of the most important assets to your overall comfort. So we developed 

Natural sleep source!

a mattress to help you relax in comfort and relieve your body from tiredness.
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What could take the place of waking up happy? Nothing, of course. The 
weary day takes its toll on our bodies and sometimes stress accompanies 
us to bed. That’s why it’s important to declare our mattress our special 
private haven. The more comfortable our mattress is, the better our sleep 
quality is. Bellona designed NoStress mattress to help you wake up 
happy, with proven stress relieving Relaxtic fabric, so you wake up relaxed 
and rested. The SL Continuous Spring System supports your need for 
uninterrupted sleep, helping you prepare for the upcoming day. 

The easiest way to 
start the day
off right!
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Soothing mattress!

Relieving our bodies from built up fatigue helps us better prepare for the 
upcoming day mentally and physically. Quality sleep plays an important 
role in preparing us for the upcoming day. Bellona designed NoStress 
based on the value of a good night’s sleep to help you greet the upcoming 
day with high levels of positive energy. Start your day of with a good dose 
of motivation, completely rested with NoStress mattress. After resting right 
on NoStress mattress, you’ll be smiling all day long with your energy level 
high and mind at ease.
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Wake up to a
Peaceful Day!

1   Knit fabrict
2   Zippered pad 
     layer
3   Foam
4   Felt

5   Felt
6   SL spring frame
7   Felt
8   Foam

Bellona NoStress mattress with easy 
to put on and remove, zippered, 
machine washable comfort pad layer 
makes life easier and cleaner. Extend 
the use life of your mattress and wash 
as often as necessary for a clean 
sleep surface while enjoying superior 
comfort each night.

The clothes you wear, your physical 
surroundings and mental state of mind 
gather all sorts of friction on the body.  
Bellona NoStress mattress is covered 
with Relaxic Fabric Technology that 
helps relieve the built up friction from 
your body as soon as you lie down.  
Wake up well rested with joy each 
day thanks to the stress relieving 
properties of Relaxtic fabric. 

A clean start 
to sleep

Specially developed 
fabric technology

Zippered Pad Relaxtic Fabrict

27 cm
mattress 

Washable 

height

27

pad
Knit fabricAnti-staticSL spring 

frame
Single side 

use

Feeling tired also makes us feel groggy. The clothes 
we wear and regular physical activity build up friction 
over our bodies through the day. NoStress mattress 
covered with Relaxtic Fabric Technology help relieve 
the negative energy built up on our bodies during the 
day leaving us feeling truly rested. Sleep on Bellona 
NoStress mattress for uninterrupted sleep indulgence 
and wake up feeling like your best self ready to take 
on the day.
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A pillow between your legs makes 
for a more comfortable sleep. By 
preventing the leg from exerting 
pressure onto the spine, the pressure 
on the hips and lower back is also 
relieved. The pillow helps maintain the 
body’s anatomically correct position 
to prevent lower back and muscular 
cramps as well as help relieve vericose 
veins and sciatic from acting up. 

Enjoy your sleep time with the correct 
sleep position. Sleep position may 
change depending on your body’s 
features, however making sure to 
keep the same sleep position each 
night while trying to fall asleep is the 
irst step to continuous sleep. If you 
fall asleep in the same position each 
night, your sleep position will become 
a natural fall asleep habit for your body 
and mind.

Head and neck health is important 
for sleep. Most problems related with 
snoring and waking up often are often 
associated with not using a pillow or 
using the wrong type of pillow. Pillows 
help maintain the spine in its natural 
form during sleep as well as providing 
support to your head and neck. Pay 
close attention to selecting the right 
pillow to ensure comfortable quality 
sleep.

One of the most important reasons 
behind sleeplessness is stress.   
Sometimes we toss and turn with 
every worrisome concern occupying 
our thoughts. The result is always the 
same: Sleepless nights and tired body. 
One way to put aside worries and not 
take them with us to bed is to clear 
our minds before we go to bed. The 
bedroom should be reserved as a 
place to sleep and rest.

Sleep duration need changes from 
person to person. On average, we 
know that our bodies need 6-7 hours 
of sleep for a healthy life. Too little sleep 
can bring along a host of problems 
while sleeping too much is known to 
disrupt our body’s rhythm and diminish 
our daily motivation.  Put your sleep 
schedule in sync for improving overall 
health and well being.

Place a pillow between 
your legs. 

Stay true to your sleep 
position.

Use a pillow. Put aside worries. Sleep neither too much nor 
too little.
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Sensitive regions like the lower back, back and neck regions determine your overall sleep 
quality. The more support your mattress provides for these regions, the better continuous 
sleep you’ll get.  Bellona mattresses with spring systems designed to provide support for your 
sensitive regions and keeping in mind your irmness and softness preferences help you get the 
comfortable sleep you deserve.

Cozy bed for deep sleep!
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Daily stress and fatigue leads to loss of energy.  A good 
mattress helps you ill up the energy reserves depleted 
through daily activity and fatigue. Releks mattress 
helps you make the most of your time in bed for getting 
maximum comfort and starting your day energized.

Fill up on daily 
dose of energy!

The Releks mattress has 6 spiral Bonel spring frame for 
quick response to all movement during sleep, providing 
more support with each movement. The medium irmness of 
the mattress along with the lasting comfort of Bonel Spring 
System ensures years of lasting comfort. Supplemented with 
high density foam layers and edge support foam, you’ll be 
sure to get the maximum from sleep. 

Superior sleep indulgence!

Bonel Spring SystemKnit Fabric

The soft touch and feel of pure white knit fabric provides 
a clean fresh sleep surface with the superior comfort of 
Releks mattress. The special quilting design completes the 
superior comfort with grace.

The secret to great sleep!
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1   Knit fabric
2   Foam
3   Non-woven
4   Felt

5   Bonel spring
6   Foam
7   Edge support 
     foam

27 cm
mattress 

Double side 

height

27

use 
Bonel spring 

system
Knit fabric
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1   Knit fabric
2   Foam
3   Felt
4   Felt
5   Sl spring frame

6   Felt
7   Foam
8   Edge support 
     foam

Our sleep joy is directly associated with how 
comfortable our body feels in bed. Bellona Caprice 
mattress with SL Continuous spring technology was 
designed to provide the support your body’s sensitive 
regions require. The SL Continuous spring technology 
distributes body weight evenly throughout the mattress 
while the special Thermobonding iber illing materials 
on both surfaces improve sleep comfort.

Designed for 
discerning sleep
lovers!

The SL Continuous Spring System we’ve 
developed for you have twice as many springs 
compared with regular spring systems. More 
springs means more points of contact with 
your body and greater support. The springs are 
connected to each other without interruptions 
and move concurrently without deformation. 

Uninterrupted sleep helps 
start the day right!

SL Spring Sytem

The Thermobond Fiber used on Bellona 
Caprice mattress has a durable structure 
and soft touch. Aside from maintaining heat, 
thermobond iber lets air low through and 
dispels moisture.

Top Form Sleep

Thermobond Fiber

71

26 cm
mattress 

SL spring 

height

26

system
Knit fabric Double side 

use
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The SL Spring System is made with 
twice as many springs compared to 
other spring systems, allowing Golden 
Smart mattress to be in contact with 
more points of the body. More points 
of support means longer periods of 
uninterrupted sleep.

Must have for uninterrupted 
sleep. 

SL Continuous Spring Technology 

Fabric has a great impact on sleep 
quality. The quality touch and feel of 
the fabric translates into better sleep 
contentment.

Awaken your sense of 
touch. 

Woven Fabric

Sleep is one of the most important needs of our bodies and 
health, an activity that takes up a signiicant amount of our 
lives. A good mattress is one of the best helpers in meeting this 
important need. Bellona presents Still mattress to help meet 
your sleep needs. Still mattress soothes your body’s sensitive 
regions so you can relax fully. The SL Continuous Spring 
System’s structure conforms to your body’s shape so that your 
sleep is not interrupted with momentary awakenings.  

SL spring 
system

21 cm
mattress 

Double side 

height

21

use

The unchanging style 
of comfort sleep.
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The Bonel Spring System inside 
Bellona Ecoplus mattress was 
designed to maintain your mattress’ 
irmness and comfort for many years.  
This unique spring system responds 
instantly to sudden movements and 
conform’s to your body’s shape.

Bonel Spring System
understands your needs.

Fabric is an important component of 
sleep quality and comfort. The better 
the fabric, the more efective your 
sleep for getting you ready for the 
next day. Bellona’s EcoPlus mattress 
is covered with natural colored woven 
fabric for improved comfort and 
superior style. 

Touch to feel
the comfort.

Woven FabricBonel Spring System 

Bellona Ecoplus mattress with Bonel Spring System provides 
long years of comfort. The spring system is designed to 
withstand the years without sagging or deformation. 

Adding value to 
sleep.

18 cm
mattress 

height

18

Bonel spring 
system

Double side 
use
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Put an end to looking for a place to put away home items. Put away pillows, linen, comforters 
as well as personal items in the storage section of your Bellona base. Instead of taking up 
space with extra storage shelves and chests, make room by clearing up extras from around 
the room. The base presents an easy to operate mechanism with safety system that allows for 
easy access to wide storage section. The stylish and functional design make the Bellona base 
selection a preferred item for every home. 

Make room for comfort!
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The Twinjoy base, ofering long lasting, easy to use functional 
& durable construction along with an easy to operate damper 
system, is available in a variety of vivid colors, in artiicial leather 
or upholstery options. Decorate your room your way with the 
wide range of colors and fabrics available. Add Bellona Twinjoy 
Base to liven up your bedroom.

How would you like your base to be comfortable, house a wide 
storage section and deliver top notch style? The Linda S base 
meets your expectations for everything a great base should be.  
Enjoy great sleep on a quality performance base. 

Twinjoy Base

Linda S Baza

Make life easier, and liven up 
the room!
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Reined bedroom style with 
great comfort!
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Easy to use style in the 
bedroom!

Do you need a place to put away comforters, pillows, linen and 
even your personal items, but need to save on space?  Diamond 
Base by Bellona with easy to access storage section ofers wide 
space to put away household items. The elegant, stylish and 
durable construction of the Diamond Base coupled with ease 
of use, bring order to your home. Get to know Bellona Diamond 
Base to make the bedroom spacious. 

Diamond Base

Vera Base

How would you like to make more room for yourself in the 
bedroom?  The durable metal construction, wide storage section 
and depth of the Vera Base make it stand out from the others. 
The easy to operate base makes your life easier by putting away 
a host of items and adding to the style of your bedroom. 

Practical sporty style.
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No need to take up precious space in your bedroom to make 
room for putting away household items. Use the wide storage 
space available underneath the Bellona Style Base to put 
away all sorts of products. This space saving base will help 
keep your bedroom in order. The high wood look feet make 
cleaning easy. Bellona’s Style Base is an eye-pleasing addition to 
your bedroom. 

What would happen if your base added to your comfort as 
much as your mattress did? The Bellona Comfort Base with 
Micropocket spring system moves simultaneously with your 
mattress to respond to your body movement to improve on 
your mattress comfort. Meet Bellona Comfort Base for ultimate 
sleep joy.

Style Base

Comfort Base

Change your storage habits!  

What’s more is the comfort!
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Add a fresh look to 
the bedroom.

The Uniform Base was designed to satisfy the need for comfort 
and style in one. Available in artiicial leather and fabric options, 
this base is designed to complement all Bellona mattresses.  
The durable and elegant Bellona Uniform Base completes the 
modern look and feel of your bedroom. 

Add space in your bedroom for putting away extras. The sturdy 
and durable Venturo Base makes life easier by making room for
extra storage. It also adds instant beauty to the bedroom. Life is 
easier when there is a place for everything and everything is in
its place. 

Venturo Base

Uniform Base
Discover the harmony 

of comfort and style!
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The Folding Bed allows you to easily open up an extra bed for 
guests or family with just one motion. Whenever you need an 
extra sleep surface, the Folding Bed is there to make life easier 
thanks to the easy to operate mechanism. When not in use, 
fold and put away without taking up too much space. Bellona 
Folding Bed is a practical solution for providing extra sleep 
surface without taking up too much space. 

Open Up or Fold Away!

Orion Highrise Base

Folding Bed

Orion Highrise Base allows you to easily transform the single 
person mattress set into a spacious bed for two with a castor 
system that lets you pull out and up the spare mattress.  Available 
in brown, cream and white artiicial leather options so your total 
decoration needs are met. Get to know Bellona Orion Highrise 
Base to make room for two or save on space when it’s just one. 

There’s more than 
meets the eye!
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The sensitive parts of our body like the head and neck play an important role for determining 
our sleep quality. Making sure that these sensitive regions are as comfortable as possible, and 
get the sleep we need is the best way to start the day of right. The head and neck are the main 
centers of our bodies. In order for our bodies to put forth the energy we need all through the 
day and maintain top condition in complete harmony and balance, we need to provide extra 
care for our spine. Extra care of the head and neck region, as the origin of the spine, go a long 
way in maintaining a healthy lifestyle. 

Good living starts 
with good health!
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Nothing beats the restful feeling of laying your head on soft and clean lufy pillows. Pillows are 
the irst stop for inding true rest. The prominent features of a good pillow may be diferent for 
every individual. Take time to discover the perfect combination of comfort and support with 
Bellona’s rich selection of pillows.

Lay your head on tranquility!
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Tencel Viscojell

The Tencel Viscojell pillow developed 
with Viscojell technology has microgel 
combination for superior head and neck 
support as well as heat transfer capacity. 
Keeps your head and neck in correct 
position while preventing perspiration 
with optimum heat transfer. 

Ideal pillow temperature 
for ideal sleep.

The Aloe Vera pillow was inspired by 
the miraculous aloe vera plant. Feel the 
extra support of Aloe Vera pillow on your 
head & neck region, experience superior 
relaxation with conformant shape.

Feel the miraculous 
aloe-vera!

Aloe vera Biorytmic Sleep

Biorytmic Sleep Fabric was developed 
by rearranging the minerals found in 
nature for developed sleep comfort.  
Support your head and neck region 
with Biorytmic Sleep pillow and wake 
up feeling invigorated and energized. 

The starting point for high 
energy sleep!
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Kartanesi

Viscobell

Whiteline Microiber Viscoform Comfort Lateks

Goosedown SmartViscoline

Made of resilient ball iber illing to 
support your head and neck in any 
sleep position. The lufy Kar Tanesi 
Pillow keeps you company in soft sink 
into comfort. 

One of a kind comfort sleep!

Special Microiber fabric is dust and stain 
resistant with a super soft touch so you 
can enjoy maximum smoothness each 
time you sleep. Enjoy the supple soft and 
smooth feel and hygienic sleep surface. 

Easy to keep clean, hard to resist!

Developed especially with your head 
and neck region in mind, the Viscoform 
Pillow made of viscoelastic memory foam 
provides the support this sensitive region 
needs all through sleep. 

Top level sleep with a pillow 
that understands your needs.

Supportive latex foam provides the head 
and neck region full comfort so you can 
get the peaceful comfort sleep of your 
dreams. 

For peaceful sleep…

Feel the natural softness of goose down 
with each sleep, and enjoy the balanced 
heat transfer of all natural materials

Soft and natural comfort perfect 
for your head. 

Developed especially with your head and 
neck in mind, the Smart Pillow provides 
correct support and helps prevent back 
pain due to incorrect support. 

The pillow that thinks of you and 
treats you right. 

Viscoelastic memory foam and removable 
zippered pillow case helps Viscoline pillow 
provide the best of comfort and easy to 
maintain hygiene. 

The support your head and 
neck deserves!
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Special knit fabric combined with visco 
material conforms to the shape of your head 
and neck and provides support all night long. 

The secret to soft sleep.





Surround your body in
comfort. Keep warm from 

head to toe!  

What better way to complete the perfect sleep surrounding than with a soft and lufy comforter 
designed to take your sleep joy to a whole new level. The comforter is a haven for warmth 
and cozy comfort. Since it’s the inishing touch to impeccable sleep, choose your comforter 
carefully. A good comforter will keep you warm and maintain heat in balance so that you’re 
always in optimum temperature. The touch and feel should be inviting while the illing should be 
lufy and not weigh you down. Bellona has an array of comforters designed with your speciic 
sleep needs and preferences in mind.  
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Dreamline Comforter

Kaztuyu – Goose Down 
Comforter

The soft touch microiber fabric coupled with the 
soft illing of Dreamline Comforter go a long ways 
towards providing the ideal soft and cuddly, ideal 

warm comforter to snuggle into. 

Sink into the sweetest dreams 
under the softest comforter.

Made with specially selected goose down for 
softest comfort with natural warmth. Shake irmly 

to luf up your comforter and settle in cozy 
softness all night long. 

The ideal lightweight soft 
cuddling comforter! 
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Aloe Vera Comforter

Biorytmic Sleep Comforter

Inspired by the miraculous Aloe Vera plant known 
for centuries for its healing and soothing properties, 
the Aloe Vera comforter helps provide a soothing 
sleep surrounding.

Let the miraculous Aloe 
Vera surround your body!

Made with the Biorytmic Sleep Technology fabric, 
the Biorytmic Sleep Comforter is developed 
especially for a comfortably warm sleep 
atmosphere. The body conforming Biorytmic Sleep 
Comforter has all the comfort your body desires for 
soft surrounding sleep. 

Help balance your body’s energy!



Whiteline Microiber Skirted Mattress Protector



Homestyle Liquid Repellant 
Mattress Protector

Bellona’s liquid repellant mattress protector is 
developed to keep your mattress clean and help 
provide a hygienic sleep surface for years to come.

Lay your body on soft clean 
comfort!

Bellona’s Microiber Skirted Mattress Protector is liquid 
repellant, and covers the edges of the mattress for full 
comfort and protection. Extend the clean and healthy 
use life of your mattress with all over protection.  

Another layer of clean comfort.  
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Whiteline Microiber Skirted Liquid 
Repellant Mattress Protector

Homestyle Liquid Repellant 
Fitted Sheets

Fitted Sheets 
(Available in Cream, Blue and Pink)



Inspired by the miraculous efects of the aloe vera plant, revered and used in a variety 
of areas for centuries, Bellona developed a series of home textile products to enhance 
your sleep joy. 
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Aloe Vera miracle available now for 
your baby’s sensitive skin. 

A special pillow made especially for 
sensitive skin. 

Easy to keep clean feature provides a 
more hygienic sleep surface for your 
baby, and makes life easier for you. 

Let the miraculous Aloe Vera protect 
your mattress for long years of
hygienic sleep surface. 

Feel the miraculous Aloe Vera touch on 
your pillow. 

The therapeutic feel of Aloe Vera covers 
you with warmth every night. 

Aloe Vera Pillow Aloe Vera Mattress 
Protector

Aloe Vera Baby
Mattress Protector

Aloe Vera Baby Pillow

Aloe Vera Comforter

Aloe Vera Baby Comforter
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Vera SLinda SSmartTwinjoy

PabloFabioJulietDiamond

LisbonCordobaDekora Venturo S

Venturo
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VellaRomeoValentinaValdes

Joyfull GençBelissaLindaNova

Venturo Young RoomPortivo Young RoomPortivo Young RoomFlorin Young Room
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Body Mass Index (BMI)

*** HIGHLY COMPATIBLE ** COMPATIBLE * NONCOMPATIBLE 

S
EM

I F
IR

M
FI

R
M

SOFT

Weight 
(kg)

Height (cm)
20-70 kg 71-100 kg 101-120 kg 121-140 kg 141 kg

TO  SELECT  THE  RIGHT  BELLONA  MATTRESS  
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/bellonaglobal
 

                                         All photography in this brochure is made with the latest technology equipment and techniques. Although rare, the color differences and resolution loss that may appear from time to time may be due to print processing and pre-print color differentiation 
techniques. Please take this fact into consideration. All information based in this broshure has been updated. Bellona reserves the right to make any changes on any of the products shown in this brochure without any notification. It is strictly forbidden 
to copy or use in any form whatsoever the images, artwork, photography in this brochure without the express written consent of Boydak International Trade. 
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www.bellona.com.tr    www.e-monalisa.ro

http://www.bellona.com.tr
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